
Hi John:

Thank you very much for sharing your information allowing me the opportunity to present a thoughtful 
reply. Your original information is posted word-for-word in the coming newsletter with my reply to 
some of your points. 

Thanks again,

Terral

Terral’s Reply:

John wrote: Hi Gary, I do not know what specifics your friend in Arizona heard about the date, March 
26th, 2016 in regard to Planet X.

Anyone curious about the source of the March 26, 2016 Warnings need look no farther than Gill 
Broussard and his Planet7X:

https://seashoremary.wordpress.com/2015/06/24/planet-7x-aka-nibiru-timeline-of-events/

Look down at his Diagram:

For me, many of Broussard’s statements (start on Page 3 of 2015 Newsletter Volume 16) are 
nonsensical and amusing at best. Broussard’s Planet7X supposedly has already crossed Earth Orbit 
Path (January 10, 2016) and is reaching perihelion with the Sun on February 17, 2017 (38 days from 
1.10.2016) to then cross Earth Orbit Path again on March 25-26, 2016 creating inner solar system 
environmental conditions for a Planet7X/Earth Crossing Event. Somehow this object that is seven 
times Earth mass and comprised of regularly-spaced subatomic particles has gone undetected by 
everyone from novice to professional astronomers, if you are inclined to follow his logic; which I most-
certainly do not. The kind of object Broussard has been tracking all these years would be picked up by 
amateur astronomers around the world using backyard telescopes, which is definitely not happening. 
Broussard’s approach ignores the current seismic patterns that match the Magnetic North Pole 
Migration patterns to a Tee.

Broussard’s object was never in position to generate the 8.8 Chile Quake (2.27.2010), or Fukushima 
(3.11.2011) or Guerrero (3.20.2012) being much too far left in the orbit diagram on the wrong 
trajectory. His object was never in position to turn Earth magnetosphere around for more than a full day 
on March 12, 2012 (GIF reconstruction and my video) and never in position to create the Mystery 
Martian Dust Storm (link and my video) that started on the same date. Supposedly his Planet7X object 
will be in position between the Sun and Earth to produce an eclipse that lasts three days, which is 
absolutely impossible. The three days of darkness is caused by Sun/Black Star near proximity and 
shortening of the Sun/Black Star magnetic portal connection allowing the Black Star to siphon 
sufficient electromagnetic energy to turn the Sun “dark” (Matt. 24:29) and “black as sackcloth” for the 
three-day period, as we watch the coronal holes become larger and larger even today from nearing Sun/
Black Star proximity:

John wrote: Naturally, the magnitude of the alignment force is the key factor determining whether or
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not the alignment stress is sufficient to overcome the inertia of Earth's gravitationally targeted and more 
precariously situated tectonic plates. Thus, the iffyness of the earthquake threat rests upon the 
composite degree of those two variables: alignment stress and Earth's tectonic load resistance.

Your commentary applies to Sun/Earth/Black Star nearside-alignment quake events like Chile, 
Fukushima and the recent 7.8 Nepal Quake and backside-alignment quake events like the 7.1 
Christchurch Quake (9.4.2010), 7.3 Fiji Quake (9.15.2011) including the recent 7.7 Peruvian Quakes 
from November 24, 2015. However, Earth natural orbit around the Sun is creating a well-defined 
pattern of two earth change uptick periods and two earth change lull periods matching the circular 
motion of the magnetic North Pole migration pattern that is also very predictable. The missing variable 
in your equation involves magnetic portal connections and Black Star ability to siphon solar 
electromagnetism through the Sun/Black Star magnetic portal connection for redirection to the planets 
via a Black Star magnetic portal connection network based upon Black Star/planet proximity.

The Project Black Star Research is not only able to predict large-magnitude earthquake events at 
nearside and backside alignments, but we also know the week of each year that Earth will have the 
lowest number of key 2.5  to 4-magnitude earthquake events. That week for 2015 was the days leading 
up to January 19, 2015 on the winter side of the solar system and the days before August 15, 2015 on 
the summer side of the solar system. That week for 2014 was centered around January 5, 2014 on the 
summer side and the end of July 2015 on the summer side of the solar system all having sub-200 
values. Each Earth Orbit Cycle relative to the Black Star begins with our planet moving into the 90-
degree angle position relative to the Sun and Black Star, which just happened in the first week of 
February 2016. This marks the time that Earth turns around in orbit to begin the move ‘towards’ the 
Libra Constellation for the Black Star/Earth magnetic portal connection to begin shortening based upon 
Earth Orbital Velocity. The Black Star/Earth magnetic portal connection is comprised of two primary 
internal conduits with active conduits in the center and passive conduits lining the outside perimeter 
providing insulation properties. These portal connections connect, disconnect and reconnect on regular 
cycles, but passive conduits switch over to active state from nearing Black Star/Earth proximity giving 
the Black Star increased electromagnetic potential and causing our planet to receive higher doses of 
solar redirected electromagnetism being translated into heat energy through Earth metals/salts causing 
rapid heating of Earth core.

The first earth change uptick period for each Earth orbit cycle sees a sharp earthquake event increase, 
as our planet moves from outside-orbit position to Sun/Earth/Black Star alignment position; because 
Earth is moving towards the Black Star in natural orbit of the Sun. Then we have the big quake event at 
the nearside alignment to cross Black Star Orbit Path on May 20th of each year beginning the time that 
our planet is moving ‘away’ from the Black Star, because Earth Orbital Velocity is superior to Black 
Star movement left in the orbit diagram. The Black Star/Earth magnetic portal connection shortens 
from February through May, but then begins lengthening again to reduce Black Star electromagnetic 
potential allowing Earth core to cool down. Earth reaches that magical 90-degree angle position to turn 
around in orbit once again and Black Star/Earth proximity begins to decrease again from Black Star 
inbound velocity giving us the second earth change uptick period running to the backside alignment. 
Earth then sees the final earth change lull period, as our planet makes the move to outside-orbit position 
on the winter side to end the cycle and start things all over again.

Earth tectonic load resistance is changing, as our planet becomes more elastic from the 
expansion/contraction process; as Earth finds ways to maintain the appearance of equilibrium. This 
explains why the 9.5 Sumatra Quake (12/2004) was so devastating to create a 1-inch Earth Axis Shift.
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Then the 8.8 Chile Quake (2.27.2010) saw more devastation and a 3-inch Earth Axis Shift followed by 
the 9.0 Fukushima Quake (3.11.2011) and the 4-inch Earth Axis Shift, but recent events on the Black 
Star Event Timeline have smaller magnitudes and even though the Black Star is nearer to our planet 
with each orbit cycle. The magnetic portal connection explanation allows us to understand how the Sun 
is seeming to enter a Maunder Minimum and at the same time that all the planets in the solar system 
including Earth are heating up from Black Star redirected solar electromagnetism causing the 
heliosphere to shrink 25 percent in the last decade for Solar Cycle 24 to flat line, as our Sun is showing 
about one half output of Solar Cycle 23. In short, our planet crust was much like a new balloon taken 
out of the package and difficult to inflate on the first try. However, inflate the balloon many times in 
succession and the process becomes easier and easier with the balloon become more elastic much like 
Earth surface is doing today.

John wrote:  . . . that cometary electric force field will be focused along the line of interplanetary 
alignment and it will see (i.e. sense) a low resistance discharge path right along that planetary 
alignment line established by the conjunction of the comet, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth, and our Sun. 
The result would be a powerful electrical discharge -- a macrocosmic bolt of electricity.

My view is that electric charge transference from any comet is absorbed by Earth magnetosphere and 
minimal compared to electric charges exchanged between converging/crossing/diverging Sun/Black 
Star/Earth magnetic portal connections and portal-to-portal cross firing that generates highly-charged 
ionic clouds pushed towards the Sun between the converging portal connections. This is the 
phenomenon responsible for producing the Magnetopause Reversal Event from March 12-13, 2012 
along with the Mystery Martian Dust Storm from March 12, 2012 on the same day.

3.12.2012 Reversal Event Video: https://youtu.be/8gwoJGwVI1o

3.12.2012 Martian Dust Storm Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRT24gN81-I

Simply compare the forces for comet-originated lightning events versus the subatomic particle flows 
required to turn Earth magnetosphere around for more than a full day! Then realize these two events 
took place one year and one day ‘after’ Fukushima and one week ‘before’ the predicted Guerrero 
Quake Event from March 20, 2012. Both of these events took place at the same time that Earth was 
about to pass between the Sun and Black Star representing a convergence of the Sun/Black Star/Earth 
magnetic portal connections.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/exmwabffewpevqo/Screenshot%20Martian%20Dust%20Storm
%20Mars.png?dl=0

Note Mars position on March 12, 2012 to realize the red planet is directly between the Earth and Black 
Star in the Leo Constellation. NASA was caught trying to scrub the servers of this important data that 
has been reconstructed in this GIF:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cyj58purq506vuf/iswa_download.gif?dl=0

At some point you should realize that the subatomic particle flows with sufficient force to turn Earth 
magnetosphere around for 28 hours ‘and’ cause the Mystery Martian Dust Storm originating on the 
nighttime side of the red planet MUST originate from a nearby star moving through the Leo 
Constellation and must be the same star responsible for the seismic pattern with an aphelion position to
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the right of Cancer. That same collapsed/invisible binary twin to our Sun has been tracked using these 
methods through Leo (2008-2012) and Virgo (2012-2015) and now the Libra Constellation verified by 
the near and backside-alignment quake events ‘and’ outside-orbit positions on either side of the solar 
system at the 90-degree angles where our planet sees a low in seismic activity. The comet electrical 
discharge modeling will include the fact that these bodies are always seeking neutral polarity. Positive 
and negatively-charged fields are created by comets nearing perihelion once with coma/tail formation 
process sees the comet shedding ice that becomes liquid inside the solar system frost line and near 
proximity to the Sun interacting with the solar wind. The process is much like what we see with 
thunderstorm formation where water droplets separate to generate highly-charged positive areas 
(positive on cloud top and negative on cloud bottom) through frictional charging. Any positive and 
negative charges building up around the comet still requires extreme near proximity to a third 
subatomic particle source to produce a lightning (sprite) strike with a much-higher likelihood of seeing 
these charges neutralize internally like a cloud-to-cloud lightning strike here on Earth. Then, even if 
environmental conditions are perfect, Earth magnetosphere absorbs any comet-produced energy 
bringing the comet positive/negative polarity situation back to neutral, until the process begins again 
and until the comet leaves the inner solar system. In fact, a closer examination of X-class solar flare 
activity in near proximity to near and backside-alignment quake events will also reveal a pattern from 
magnetic portal connection convergence and sprite formation from portal-to-portal cross firing and 
ionic cloud formation causing the Sun to launch these flares as a defensive/protective mechanism 
interpreting the electromagnetic field as a threat.

Thank you again for sharing,

Terral
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